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LAS VEGAS, June 9, 2014 — HP today announced enhancements to its Datacenter Care
Flexible Capacity portfolio that enables customers to draw on resources in the cloud or on
premises, gaining the agility and flexibility needed to pursue new business opportunities
without IT capacity contraints.
For reasons of compliance, data sovereignty, privacy, latency or other issues,
organizations need to maintain vital business information on premises, while other
workloads can be appropriately provisioned in the public cloud. Ensuring the right
resource for the right workload must be a seamless process.
Expanding the choice of resources available to support workloads, HP today announced
enhancements to its Flexible Capacity offering, enabling customers to leverage onpremises IT for compliant and secure workloads as well as HP Helion Public Cloud
resources. With this pay-as-you-grow solution, customers have even more flexibility to
scale instantly to handle growth needs, without waiting for the procurement process or
tying up capital.
“Today, IT must deliver dependable, secure and compliant infrastructure while enabling
business agility,” said Scott Weller, vice president and general manager, Support,
Technology Services, HP. “HP’s Flexible Capacity service delivers agility and stability via payas-you-go enterprise-grade infrastructure that scales with the business.”
Enhancements to HP Datacenter Care Flexible Capacity include:
• The ability to meter and price usage by virtual machine.
• New access to HP Helion Public Cloud in addition to the current ability to use servers,
storage, networking and software on premises.
• Enterprise-quality support extended to hybrid cloud resources with HP Hybrid Cloud
Support.
HP Datacenter Care Flexible Capacity is hybrid IT ready
Hybrid IT enables organizations to gain agility and flexibility but it must be seamless,
sharing pools of resources on site and from the public cloud. HP Flexible Capacity offers a
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pay-per-use pricing model with a minimum commitment level, along with scalability and
flexible usage for compute, storage, networking and software infrastructure. As a result,
customers gain the benefits of the public cloud or an on-premises or hybrid delivery
model to improve agility, retain control and improve security, while maintaining an
enterprise-quality support experience.
Additional benefits include:
• Rapid provisioning with HP CloudSystem and HP Helion OpenStack as examples of the
technical mechanism.
• Access to HP’s experts to decide how workloads should be deployed, using HP Helion
Professional Services.
• Reduced cost and improved capacity management with a pay-per-use model, whether
in the HP Helion Public Cloud or on premises, eliminating waste and saving on unused
capacity.
• Improved IT agility with resources onsite or in the cloud, ready to react quickly to
support new business opportunities without capacity procurement delays.
• Support for third-party hardware vendors, further extending financial and IT scalability
benefits.
• Simplified capacity management with a single portal, single billing, single point of
control for on-premises and public cloud resources.
For cloud service providers, HP Flexible Capacity delivers clear benefits, helping to avoid
spending unnecessary capital on IT by metering and tracking actual usage to match cash
out to cash in.
Delivering enterprise quality support for hybrid IT
As Flexible Capacity includes HP Datacenter Care, customers can configure the support
they need within the datacenter. This includes a personalized team, a call experience
delivered globally and backed by HP Centers of Expertise, and the right mix of proactive
and reactive services. As a result, HP delivers a common, enterprise-quality support
experience globally, helping customers improve IT operations and evolve to the cloud.
With Hybrid Cloud Support, this support experience extends to the public cloud.
Availability
HP Datacenter Care Flexible Capacity is available now globally.
About HP
HP creates new possibilities for technology to have a meaningful impact on people,
businesses, governments and society. With the broadest technology portfolio spanning
printing, personal systems, software, services and IT infrastructure, HP delivers solutions
for customers’ most complex challenges in every region of the world. More information
about HP (NYSE: HPQ) is available at http://www.hp.com.
This news advisory contains forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions. If
such risks or uncertainties materialize or such assumptions prove incorrect, the results of HP and its
consolidated subsidiaries could differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking
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statements and assumptions. All statements other than statements of historical fact are statements that could
be deemed forward-looking statements, including but not limited to statements of the plans, strategies and
objectives of management for future operations; any statements concerning expected development,
performance, market share or competitive performance relating to products and services; any statements
regarding anticipated operational and financial results; any statements of expectation or belief; and any
statements of assumptions underlying any of the foregoing. Risks, uncertainties and assumptions include the
need to address the many challenges facing HP’s businesses; the competitive pressures faced by HP’s
businesses; risks associated with executing HP’s strategy and plans for future operations; the impact of
macroeconomic and geopolitical trends and events; the need to manage third-party suppliers and the
distribution of HP’s products and services effectively; the protection of HP’s intellectual property assets,
including intellectual property licensed from third parties; risks associated with HP’s international operations; the
development and transition of new products and services and the enhancement of existing products and
services to meet customer needs and respond to emerging technological trends; the execution and
performance of contracts by HP and its suppliers, customers, clients and partners; the hiring and retention of
key employees; integration and other risks associated with business combination and investment transactions;
the execution, timing and results of restructuring plans, including estimates and assumptions related to the cost
and the anticipated benefits of implementing those plans; the resolution of pending investigations, claims and
disputes; and other risks that are described in HP’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended
October 31, 2013, and that are otherwise described or updated from time to time in
HP’s Securities and Exchange Commission reports. HP assumes no obligation and does not intend to update
these forward-looking statements.
© 2014 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. The information contained herein is subject to change
without notice. The only warranties for HP products and services are set forth in the express warranty
statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an
additional warranty. HP shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or omissions contained herein.
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